
Chapter 1
Introduction
Writing a series of articles about the physical treatment of 
people with dementia isn’t possible when there is no multi-
disciplinary approach in which the physical therapist is part 
of.

Only exercising with no translate to the everyday reality, will 
be a treatment that isn’t coping with the problems that this 
people experience every day.
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Abstract
This inhuman disease has still today no medication that can cure it. We can with a good movement program give a contri-
bution to the quality of life for this group of patients.

As a physical therapist, we often stand on the “side-line”, but that isn’t the place where we belong, we have the skills and 
knowledge about older people and their needs, therefore must this group have also our greatest interest and treatment 
possibilities.

In the last 20 years that we give courses and have treated so many people with this devastated disease, we have devel-
oped a way of working that can help in slowing down this disease but for all can give these people a way of life that focus 
on a degree of independence, so long as possible.

But that asked above all, for a good team and the willingness of us, to make part of that team.

That asked also that we observe the environment in which people live and move and see what obstacles we create and how 
we can change that and make the independency possible.

We have often deal with older and frailty, people but it is also a neurological disease.

A disease that damaged the brain and not only in the higher cognitive functions and memory etc. but also has this brain 
damage influence on the mobility and the motoric.

This must be assessing to get a good treatment program and to do that treatment program, you must understand what the 
mental possibilities are of this people to get a connection and make a treatment work.

Still it is a degenerative disease, this asked therefore also for the knowledge what is possible and what not anymore. Be-
cause this patients will give you a total other behaviour when they are “over-asked”!!

This asked more from everyone working with patient with dementia, not only knowledge about the motoric of the elderly, but 
also about neurological diseases and, above that, the skills to create a climate in which this patient can exercises with pleasure.
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The surrounding in which people live must be changed to 
get the best enriched environment [1] in which movement is 
stimulating but also give the support that is necessary.

To convince people, all people family, nurses, staff etc. of the 
importance of movement to counter this terrible disease, 
must this treatment be realistic because we dealing with an 
group people that getting older and through the disease their 
possibilities will decrease and nobody-Nobody-can perform 
the whole day on his maximum level. 

That asked for a good assessment that is often possible at 
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the beginning of the disease and give us the tools and insight 
what is less and what can be changed. That means that exer-
cising in the beginning is possible and that through the stim-
ulating of the blood-brain system [2, 3, 4, 5]. The disease can 
slowing down but when the disease progress than will in-
dependent moving be a top-action. There will be a moment 
that aids are needed but what aid we want and which aid we 
want not and why not. 

Remarkable is that the most people no signs of dementia 
give as an important complains by the local doctor that the 
walking and balance is worse [6]. This isn’t counting for all 
different types of dementia but what we taught that memory 
was the first sign or cognitive lesser function, was their in-
vestigation: “That 5 year before the diagnosis was done that 
this people visited the local doctor often with walk com-
plains”. They were often than others of equal age by the doc-
tor and their complains were pointed on walking etc.

It is still today the question when we must start with the 
treatment. We think that an good moment is when people 
need an walking aid and especially an rollator frame, be-
cause this an sign that the balance isn’t good anymore and 
this rollator frame will increase some independency but 
also change the balance performance and not always in an 
good way.

This hasn’t be investigated but in our own investigation, we 
had the possibility to see what happens with 5 older people 
with an diagnosis M.C.I.- (Mild Cognitive Impairment) and 
the use of an rollator frame. That the quantity and quality of 
the movement by this group is changing is already investi-
gated and was very clear, see figure 1[7]

The green colour through the day! [7]. is colour lighter than there 
is a lot of activity but when the colour is darker is little movement. 
What we observe is that the group with M.C.I. has much more dark-
er green through the day what is associated with lying and sitting. 
This gives an indication that this group move much lesser. But our 
job must be, to investigate why this is happen!!

These 5 persons walk the whole day with the rollator frame also on 
several places in their home and there was an amount of support 
on it. At the start where the all 5 capable to do a one leg standing-
test [8] score above the 30 second and patient 2 and 4 could this 
with the eye closed. Patient 5 say that he has also his eyes closed 
but we don’t believe him. With the rollator frame they walk more 
and also greater distance and that has a good effect on the aerobe 
possibilities but the balance was reducing fast, too fast. To slow this 
loss, we started a balance training program.

This loss of balance was a perceptual change, especially lat-
eral: 

Figure 1.

Patients After one 
month

After two 
month

After three 
month 

1. Mister B.        
> 30sec 25 sec 20 sec

18 sec after 
3 trials, best 
performance

2.Madame C. 
>30sec +

20 sec with 
eyes closed

20 Sec without 
eyes closed 19 sec 

3. Madame O.  
>30 sec 20 sec. 15 sec. 15 sec

4. Mister I. > 
30sec  +

25 sec with 
eyes closed 

20 sec with the 
eyes closed 

15 sec with 
eyes open 

5. Madame 
R.>30sec+? 18 sec 14 sec 10 sec 

Table 1. Gives an Indication What Happen with 5 Patients with M.C.I 
That Receive a Rollator Frame to Walk More. We Did a Balance 
Check

The people were not able to shift the hip over the foot; there 
was after one month a movement of the upper trunk [9, 10] 
instead of a lower trunk shift.  The power of the muscles 
around the hip especially the abductors was enough after 
one month but starting after two month to decrease and this 
was worse after three months and need exercising. But the 
first item-a wrong perceptual scheme-was the first sign and 
this is very important, because this effect can be the reason 
that the power of the abductor are so fast decreasing. People 
with dementia have a decreasing body scheme perception 
(Kraft and others), that has a direct relation with this dis-
ease.

Furthermore we know that the tone by these group patients 
can change. This Paratonia [12, 13] can occur in the begin-
ning of this disease and tone increase means more patholog-
ical synergy [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and therefore an loss of 
selectivity that makes balance control and correction much 
more difficult. But we know also that more tone goes hand 
in hand with less perception and loss of projection in the 
cortex [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

In this series of articles about quality of life for people with 
dementia from a physical therapist point of view, there are 
different points that must be spoken off to get a complete 
picture.

This is impossible within one article therefore we make 6 
chapters to get a complete picture with information at the 
right moment in the process of the disease.

Chapters
A. Chapter one will describe what the sciences have found to 
slow the process of dementia, and an attempts to translate 
this to the reality.

This with the introduction of the “Rakt-concept”, an concept 
that try to get the possibilities of the patient with dementia 
in the divers stages of the disease in the picture and try to 
warn for too “much” because the brain system by this peo-
ple is less tolerable and will react with primitive reactions = 
“run or  hide “.
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B. Chapter two will handle over the assessment in the earli-
est stadium as possible and how to get so long as possible 
information what is happen in brain and body of the patient. 

C. Chapter three will focus on people that walk at home or 
in a long care setting and how we can stimulate an training. 
Balance wills here have a central place. In the Rakt-concept 
is this phase 4.

D. Chapter four will focus on people, that have problems to 
move on their own in, in and out bed, in and out a chair /
toilet/douche etc. and walking. In the Rakt-concept is this 
phase 3.

E. Chapter five will focus on the group that is depend of an 
wheelchair and which wheelchair is the best solution for ev-
ery individual and how we can use the remaining function-
ing to move and avoid aids that make things worse.  In the 
Rakt-concept is this phase 2.

F. Chapter six will focus on the last stage of this disease; the 
foetal (fetal) attitude and what possibilities we have than to 
get some influence on the quality of life. The focus lies on the 
abnormal high tone that an group of this patient develop.  In 
the Rakt-concept is this phase 1.

“Normal” motoric of elderly:  That isn’t right, because there 
is no normal motoric of older people but this is an adapta-
tion of older people on all kind of decreasing functions and 
that gives a picture that is important to discover and asked 
an individual assessment. Learning or “re-learning” is think-
ing, [27] where we can set a lot of question marks. Let’s look 
what can cause the balance problematic.

The problem in the beginning of the disease is on physical 
area also always the balance. We-therapist- are train this 
people to restore the balance possibilities and call it “fall-
prevention “. We try to teach the patient to adapt on the 
problems and search for a solution that this can prevent the 
danger of falling. But [27, 28, 29] often is the border of the 
adaptation all there and that means that further adaptation 
isn’t possible or we search for hidden failures. In the inves-
tigation mentioned before [27] is power investigated that 
older healthy adult had in the dorsal and plantair flexoren. 
This was (table 2) significant lower than healthy young peo-
ple and that loss of muscle power is an reason that an good 
physical treatment can give an result what give the adapta-
tion some air for some time [27].
Elderly use an alternative system. Elderly walk slower and use the 
eyes not as scanner from the environment but for scanning and 
control of the environment in direct front of them and their feet/
body. How that scanning works see we in this investigation:

Strength difference  Healthy young people Healthy elderly
Re dorsal flexors 11.7 Nm/Kg 8.2 Nm/Kg
Li dorsal flexors 11.6 Nm/Kg 8.6 Nm/Kg

Re plantar flexors 19.2 Nm/Kg 11.3 Nm/Kg
Li plantar flexors 21.7 Nm/Kg 12.2 Nm/Kg 

Table 2.

Walking on a platform a meter above the ground and avoid obsta-
cles. The elderly adapt their speed but also look directly in front of 
their feet. Not all but the most make this adaptation and the young 
ones have their eyes pointed on the obstacles. That makes an ad-
aptation on speed not necessary and they can do the walking with 
greater speed and less mistakes [30].

“Learning “to look further to front is a mistake because this 
brain has develop a solution within their possibilities! 

What Teach Science Us?

In the book about the progress in healing of the disease 
Dementia [2] was the conclusion that no medicament has 
found, that was able to slowing down this disease and cer-
tainly was healing no option. Still there was a remark that 
the amount of people that would have in future this disease 
was lower than the expectation from 10 years before.

The reason for this decreasing numbers was the better care 
for hart diseases that has also an effect on the blood circu-
lation in the brain and that was an sign that investigator 
search for an increasing of this blood circulation to get bet-
ter result.

One of them was Prof. Erickson [31] who investigated the 
size of the hippocampus through an M.R.I. image. He takes 
M.R.I. image at the beginning of the investigation after 6 
months and after a one year.

He divided at random his elderly without dementia in two 
groups:

One group (blue line) get walking training ones an week, 
starting with 5 minutes and increasing to a level of 40 min-
utes. The first week was the heart rate 50-60% of the maxi-
mum after that was it increased to 60-75%. That means that 
there was training with an intensity of almost 75% of the 
maximum heart rate one week for 40 minutes.

Figure 2.
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This is Aerobe Training with a Progressive Intensity 
Load!!

The other group (red line) receive ones a week stretch and 
strengthening exercises with an increasing load.

This is anaerobe training with increasing load, but not 
task specific. 

The result see figure 3.
Image by M.R.I reveal that the blue line group had an increase of 
the hippocampus (right and left) of 2%.

Figure 3.

The red line group had the normal decrease of 1-2 %.

That means that elderly when they exercise aerobe with a 
certain intensity were able in the beginning the decrease of 
the hippocampus to brace and even to change it in a progres-
sion of 2%. That means that the vulnerability of the hippo-
campus is decrease and that is a sign that the disease could 
be postponed. 

This type of investigation is done more and almost always 
was there a clear sign:

Intensive aerobe training gives a better functioning brain 
through a better blood circulation and also through that 
circulation and lesser inflammation activity in the brain but 
there were also sign that not all people response on the same 
way. The intensity of the heart rate was a clear load, but not 
everyone respond. There was a group of responders and 
non-responders. When it was possible than was the combi-
nation aerobe with cognitive demands the best option. [32, 
33, 34, 35, 36]. This will increase the possibilities but for not 
everyone, but on bicycle for an television is an option that 
many older people can do and we can than achieve an aer-
obe training with an double tasking on the television. 

But is this also the Possible by People that has this 
Disease?

In the beginning (Rakt-concept phase 4) is this possible but 
this will be very difficult in the later stages and remarkable 
the later stages are less frequent in the picture by the scien-
tists.

About the aerobe training we have investigation that this 
confirms. Dr. Bossers give this conclusion after his investi-
gation in 2015, quote: “Compared with a non- exercise con-
trol group, a combination of aerobic and strength training is 
more effective than aerobic-only training in slowing cogni-
tive and motor decline in patients with dementia. No medi-
ating effects between improvements in cognitive

Function via improved motor function was found”. 

He has it over a combined treatment with an aerobe element 
but there was also the discussion what must be the intensity 
and is that equal for everyone. And an extra aspect was: Not 
everyone is a mover, what must be them the approach?

The reaction on the cognitive levels is by this group of pa-
tient in the beginning of their dementia small but significant 
and gives therefore the positive assumption that this can 
slow done the disease.

When we see by people with dementia what is fast a prob-
lem than is that the ADL (All Day Living) activities than his 
next investigation in 2016 was positive with a light nuance.

Quote: “Physical exercise can improve ADL levels in individ-
uals with dementia, but improvements are small and seem 
independent of exercise type. Additional analyses suggest 
that combined aerobic and strength exercise may be more 
effective than aerobic-only exercise to effectively target ADL 
dysfunction in individuals with dementia”. 

But there is a positive result and the ADL possibilities are 
high brain function with a lot of cognition as describe by lot 
of investigators. [39, 40, 41, 42]. 

But in both investigations there is not only an aerobe ap-
proach but also a strengthening program. The meta- analy-
ses, that has perform by this group investigators gave the 
following outcome:
Combined aerobic and non-aerobic intervention give in all articles 

Figure 4.

the best results on the cognition of the involve patients. The aero-
bic invention with the intensity as describe by Erickson has also 
a positive effect on the cognition. Non-aerobic invention and that 
were mostly strengthening exercises or stretching has no effect on 
the cognition.

Often is the greatest problem with these investigations that 
the form of the exercises isn’t described and the reliability is 
than very poor. Here must the science be clear and use the 
TIDieR (Template for Intervention Description and Replica-
tion [44]) scale to get this for everyone understandable.

When we give a strengthening exercise with a leg press-par 
example-than have we a muscle strengthening that isn’t task 
specific and will have a long transfer to the function and the 
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benefit for the patient will be less and less fast and has this 
aerobe effect on the right level. 

This meta-analysis also found that frequency of therapy 
wasn’t so important. The bottommost frequency of two 
times a week scored higher than the therapy with a higher 
frequency. 

We know now something about the intensity for the aerobe 
part but very little about the intensity of the non-aerobic 
part.

The frequency of the interventions and their effects. Upper part the 
group with highest frequencies of the interventions and the effect 
on the cognition. The lower part with the lower frequency. Twice 
a week as bottom and that is more than most nursing homes can 
offer their patients.

Practical Translation 
We know that exercising has an positive effect on cogni-
tion also by people with dementia, There must be an aerobe 
component be present that must give an heart rate increase 
of approximately 60%. We know also that anaerobe is im-
portant but with which intensity isn’t clear.

By all therapy of neurological diseases the best approach 
is task specific [45] and that count also for balance, walk-
ing and IADL and ADL training. Important is that we have a 
reference what the normal performance is from elderly at a 
certain age.

To fast is a rollator frame an normal think by elderly and 
isn’t there no question, why this rollator frame is so impor-
tant and why walking and standing without isn’t possible 
anymore. This was obvious when in our Nursing Home a 
daily-caring ward was open. The question wasn’t what phys-
ic problems there where. The burden of the people at home 
was the indication to get this group to a daily caring ward.

Of the 35 people 33 walk with a rollator frame and 2 with a 
stick and all had a BBS (Berg Balance Scale) [46] lesser than 
45 and had therefore balance problems.

Also the T.C.T. (Trunk Control Test) [47] wasn’t by 18 person 
100 and that means that the people at home must give assis-

Figure 5.

tance or that there were aids on bed to make it possible that 
this person was able to get in and out bed. The movements 
in bed were low [48] as we know of Parkinson patients with 
H&Y [49] of 3 and more. Still there was no indication for a 
therapy. 

To convince the doctor that there was an indication we use 
the Senior Fitness Test [50] of Rikli and Jones.  They have 
done a great investigation with a great group of elderly and 
have all this person tested on 7 items and have the outcome 
placed in tables in which we now can see what someone of 
a certain age is expected to perform. This age categories are 
set by 5 years and start with 60 year and go till 94 and that 
different for man and women. Using these tables we were 
able to convince the medical staff that the entire day-care 
patient had a lower physic condition and power than their 
people of the same age.

And the remarkable result was after 3 months:

All the participants were better and of the 18 person with 
no TCT of 100 had now a good score only 2 had trouble with 
turning in bed.  By 33 of the 35 was the BBS increase to a 
level of 50 till 56 only the two people that had trouble with 
the turning in bed had also a lesser balance performance 
and this two had also the most obvious tone increasing.

Of course will this level decrease, but now we were able to 
start on an optimal level.

Two tests were remarkable in their outcome and there was 
also a connection.

A score of lesser than 100 on the T.C.T. and a score of more 
than 15 seconds on the T.U.G. (Time Up and Go test) [51, 
52, 53] was almost every time present and this was always 
walking with a rollator frame. This connection will be fur-
ther analyzed in chapter 3 or 4.

The test items of the Senior Fitness test of Rikli and Jones 
were;

• 30- Second chair stand – In 30 sec stand and sit as fast 
as possible.

• Arm curl – in 30 sec bed the elbow with 2.27kg for wom-
en, 3.63 for men.

• 6- Minute walk- walking for 6 minute a counting the 
amount of meters.

• 2 minute step test- during two minute lift the knee 
above a certain point.

• Chair sit and reach- mobility test to reach the foot.

• Back scratch- to invest the mobility of the shoulder for 
the ADL. 

Pain
Pain is by people with dementia an very important issue 
that must have our interest because we are able to see and 
feel of the joint , muscles etc. are “feeling “normal and we 
can by using pain scale for Dementia, to give an clear answer 
when people are not sure about the pain [54, 55]. Behavior 
problems but also discomfort in movement of wiliness to 
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move has a direct relation with the pain that is expressed on 
another way or better, we don’t hear, that this people have 
pain.

They do it but on another way!! 

Notice there face, breathing and behaviour, as mentioned in 
the pain scales. 

Perception, Abnormal Tone and Sarcopenia

Two of these three elements that is common by elderly. But 
by people with dementia there is the abnormal muscle tone 
that gives us the connection with a neurological disease.  
Less perception and sarcopenia are more common but there 
are all lot signs that this is far worse by people with demen-
tia and this asked for another approach through the physical 
therapist.

Par example and higher tone will decrease the speed of the 
movement but also will this make the diversity of movement 
difficult. People will move in a stereotype way [13-25].

And abnormal tone say something about the projection in 
the brain, and higher tone will be an answer of the damage 
brain than can only react on a lower level. That means that 
the perception of the body will be changed, decreased and 
especially the feet and the hand will “feel” lesser.

The difference between a cortex of a “normal “person and that of 
a patient with dementia. We see that the center for language and 
memory is damage but also the damage on the senso-motoric cor-
tex. That means that selectivity is less and the tone/ and pathologi-
cal synergy will increase.

Loss of the cortical structure will have consequences of good 
receiving and interpretation of the signals from the senses 
and will change the perceptual possibilities of this people. 
On the cortex lies great areas for the feet but the greatest are 
the hand and the month. The influence on the function of the 
foot/hand and month are therefore present often early as 
we see. That this is present in the beginning of this disease is 
not by everyone well-know, therefore do by everyone a tone 
investigation to be sure that this isn’t a reason why the func-
tion is decreased. This well investigated [12.13] and also by 
the disease of Parkinson [56] is this one of reason that bal-
ance impairment is so big. The loss of this cortical structures 
make that hand/foot and month are not capable so make 
fine and very much different movement and that cloudiness 

Figure 6.

can be an sign that there is an loss of cortical structure. For 
the mouth can this give some problems with drinking and 
eating and swallowing and for the feet that they cannot react 
so fast and with great differently? 

Very important is the discovery of Kraft and his colleagues 
[57] that by a cognitive impartment the total body percep-
tion is changing and that the total body axis is changing. We 
see such impairment by the severe stroke patient known as 
the pusher syndrome. This group has the “feeling that the 
middle axis of the body is more to the affected side as that 
is in reality.

Kraft say an oblique lying pattern till 15°,maybe the reason 
this  people lie oblique in bed and are not well to correct. 
(Figure 16)
Figure 7 and 8, the normal somatosensory cortex with the huge 
projection of hand and the mouth and the center for speech and 
eating/swallowing process. When we look deeper in the brain than 
are there still projection but now are other structure more promi-
nent and optimal performance of the hand and mouth need the so-
matosensory cortex (figure7).  

Figure 7.

Figure 8.
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The deviation that was found by people with a cognitive im-
pairment and there chosen position in an lying position. This 
could be the reason why some people are falling out of bed but 
also that a correction of the attitude gives such a resistance. 
No research is done about these phenomena in sit or stand. 
Balance??  

Robinovitch and his colleagues have found that most people 
in long care facilities fall because the weight shift isn’t cor-
rect. We need therefore assessed this perception (chapter 
2).  

Older people with increasing age loss also a great part of 
the input facilities and the interpretation of the brain must 
be alter. This differentiation is difficult to make but they are 
signs that the discrimination sense, the gnostic sense but 
also the vital sense are lesser or that the interpretation in 
the brain is lesser or both.

Prof. Duysens [61] from Leuven fond that the heel of the foot 
appear by elderly not the weight bearing point and an “feel-
ing “point any longer. There is a shift to the mid foot and that 
means that walking with an heel strike isn’t used anymore 
and that will be give an change in the activation of the gluteal 
muscle and have consequences in the use of this muscle.

Figure 9.

The most weight was placed on the MF part and less on the RF part. 
That makes that the FF part must be part of the weight bearing task 
and has less room for feeling and fast corrections.

Clawing by elderly and especially by elderly with dementia 
is higher and especially that group of people with dementia 
that has an increase tone in the leg.

Figure 10.

Clawing is an adaptation to create more stability under the 
feet and it is important that this clawing ability can be done. 
That must be a part of the treatment to hold this part in an 
optimal mobility.

This isn’t easy because tone increase and clawing goes often 
together. That high tone in the muscle can lead to a loss of 
sarcomeres and decrease of muscle length [62, 63].

Loss of muscle power-Sarcopenia- has a direct effect on the 
possibilities to do the own ADL activities. People with de-
mentia through the loss of cognitive functioning will have 
troubles to hold the control about the own ADL , but the loss 
of enough muscle power and coordination will contributed 
to faster loss of this part of their independency.

Figure 12.

Here we see what the decline in muscle power will do with the 
ADL independency. The turning point lies round the 35 years, then 
is the question how fast the decline is and also important what is 
there build up in the years before this turning point. Training has 
influence on the decline. The Yellow line is the line that gives an 
border for ADL problems, the red line gives the border for ADL de-
pendency. The vertical axis gives the amount of muscle power and 
mass in kg. and the horizontal axis is the age line.

Sarcopenia is something, that can be present by everybody 
but:

• The amount of muscle mass previous is important.

• The way of live is important after the turning point, 
because a high mass before the turning point and after 
that a way of life without muscle training will not pre-
vent that the line will go faster down. 

• The clearness that enough muscle power is essential to 
hold your independency. Stair climbing is very impor-
tant and this exercise every day will prevent that this 
decline goes faster.

Of course can a training program, this fast decrease slow-
ing down and especially in long care facilities were often the 
amount of movement is very poor. The combination of Move-
ment Guiding Care [66] and training program with task specific 
resistance treatment that fits the rules [67, 68] can slowing down 
this and prevent ADL dependency at a too early moment.

But there must also a good protein intake important and that is 
about 1.2-1.5 gram per kilo body weight a day. Still not all type 
of muscle will be survived, mostly the fast fibers will decline 
first and that will has and direct influence on the balance.
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Rakt- Scheme
Creation of this scheme is [69, 70] done to protect this group 
of people because treatment asked always much from body and 
mind. Working in a Nursing Home, it was in the beginning a 
“culture shock”, that the physical therapist came on the ward to 
train this group of people. Many of our colleagues nurses had 
the feeling that we decrease the quality of life of this group, be-
cause they found that they had earned there rest and inactivity. 
They now care for them and they had the privilege to enjoy their 
stay on the ward. Starting with a treatment of the people in the 
foetal attitude, we convinced the nurses and other members of 
the team, that this way of inactivity isn’t the quality of life that 
elderly with dementia like. 

The extreme tone that decreases has many “eyes open” and we 
all look to the other inactivity and the level of quality of life. 
The aspect pain was an great example, when we discover an 
man with often an behavior that was very unpleasant to every-
one, that he suffer from an gout attack and when the medica-
ment were given, this man change and was kindly and walk with 
you and help you with all kinds of things.

Therefore was the scheme important to see what someone can 
and enjoy doing with his remaining possibilities and how we 
can help him to stay as independent as possible.

But on the other hand this disease continue and when the pos-
sibilities are lesser, than it is very important to care for them 
with using the remaining possibilities but also with the view 
that what is very heavy is an training and that someone cannot 
do that whole day.

That means that the environment must give enough support to 
hold this dependency and when assistance was necessary than 
must that be done on such a way, that this people have the feel-
ing that they can do it almost on their own.

This likes simple but that isn’t so, because now everyone must 
be have knowledge and skills about the motoric performance of 
elderly and elderly with an neurological disease as dementia and 
they must be trained in the techniques to approach this people 
from Realistic Orientation Training (R.O.T.) Validation, De-
mentia car mapping, Presentation, warm care, P.D.L. (Passive 
Daily Living), reminiscence, the approach of Anneke van der 
Plaats etc. [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 39, 40], furthermore 
they must see what the border of their brain are, that we 
called Capacity.

Capacity means that people must act on an too high level 
and that can be both physical and mentally and when some-
one act on that level, the reaction will be always;

Motoric signs as higher tone, walk away, fight, squeeze etc.

Mentally signs as screaming, cry, don’t willing to listen, apa-
thy. 

Often this combination will give us and sign that something’s 
isn’t alright. Of course a lot of other reasons can be trigger-
ing this behaviour but as member of a team, it is our task to 
ensure that the physical condition isn’t the reason and that 
asked a good assessment and a connection with this indi-
vidual.

We know that this is difficult but no connection with this 
people, will give a contribution to the quality of life of this 
group people, that minimal and often doing or suggesting 
things that will decrease the independency of this group of 
people. 

The amount of active elevators and wheelchair that change 
the perceptual track and make movement almost impossible 
and/or wrong is so great. The reason to use them is to lower 
the burden of the care givers/nurses etc. and often is the pa-
tient the “forgotten” group. (More is chapter 4and 5)

Phase 4 (chapter 3)

The disease asked for an approach that we enter their world 
and often is that world of the past.

Reminiscence makes it possible to make contact and lay 
connection with movement out the past and create training. 
In this phase of the disease most people are living at home 
and must the therapist treat at home. That asked specially 
qualities because there is the person the “lord of the castle 
“and are you the invader. Special qualities are necessary and 
a good evident based approach. We use the EDOMAH –ap-
proach [78] that start with an inventory of the wishes of 
the person and his/her family. That is the starting point and 
makes it possible that the physical therapist as team mem-
ber can stay and treat. Physic can start in this stadium, the 
focus lie on balance and walking capacity and that we will 
use to give an aerobic training with a good intensity to slow-
ing down the disease. Balance training asked for more than 
only aerobic treatment because this is a coordination prob-
lem in which the correct amount of strength and speed are 
necessary to control the balance.

Here the assessment is essential, because in this phase can 
it be that the problem is the changing tone.  Still by many 
elderly it are muscular failures that are present for years 
and now is the system at the end of his adaptation and fail 
this system. An assessment (Chapter 2) can give clearness of 
both. The loss on cognitive function makes not that people 
fall more, but make that people were afraid to move and 
therefore loose more muscle than necessary and that is re-
versible.

This isn’t by everyone because you have people that likes to 
move and sport but there are also people that hate it. And by 
then this will be difficult and asked a special approach.

Photo 1
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He has suffer from an hernia that has decrease his power in his left 
calf muscles and makes an push-off, that is not enough. Through 
the push with the stick in his right arm/shoulder, he stimulated his 
back diagonal [80-84] to equalize that. That makes that this is an 
action on the border of his function and we see that he has bend his 
head to see the world direct in front of him.

Man with dementia, living in a Nursing home, because his behavior 
was so difficult that he couldn’t stay at home. He walks the “whole 
Day”.  He wasn’t very friendly to the other people. He fall frequently 
and everyone try to get him walk with a rollator frame. But that aid 
was often “forgotten”. Nobody had tested him on his balance per-
formance and there are on this picture signs that balance can be a 
problem. The bended elbows must give us and sign that he has too 
much power in his upper trunk to control his attitude and balance. 
Assessment is than necessary and not only a BBS [46].That was 38, 
too low, but why?

Photo 2 is good example what we can expect in this moment of 
the disease. Often there are other problems that have the greatest 
impact, why people move to an long car facility and the most 
common reason is that troubles at night and that is for the care-
givers isn’t to endure any longer.

When such a person is transfer to a long stay facility, than is it 
important to assess. A BBS–test isn’t enough because we know 
that he can fall easy but not why.

On the photo we see two elements:

The bending elbow as an sign that he has more tension in 
his shoulders, to have more control over his back diagonals.

He looks in front of him instead of looking far forward, to see 
what for obstacles there are.

Investigation of the multidisciplinary team gave the next re-
sults:

His eyes were poor and the amount of light was bad in the 
corridor and in the room he visited and lived

His power in his buttock muscle was decreased and he 
wasn’t capable to react on balance disturbances on the right 
manner and with the right speed. 

Photo 2

An training program give an fast result, because he enjoy ex-
ercising as he was an great sportsman in the past and the 
tension in the elbow was less and also the amount of falling 
decreased.

His BBS alter a little bit from 38 to 41.

The other members of the multidisciplinary team came with 
their results:

Blood assessment because the relation to light inflammation 
and lesser balance is known. And out this assessment was 
clear that here was an infection of the bladder that was there 
for a long time without temperature changes.

There was also an investigation of his eyes and was not so 
good [86, 87]. The examination was done by an eyes special-
ist and through the CORVIST test (Cortical Vision Screening 
Test). He gets glasses but he need time to get use on this. In 
the main while the light possibilities were increased on the 
corridor and in the rooms he visited and the railing were 
painted in black. [88]

All this intervention had an amazing effect, what nobody 
had expected.

He sleep better and was changing in a unfriendly man in an 
friendly man, that search for others for contact and has help-
ful with all kinds of work.

He walks better but mostly closer to the railing and often 
with a hand light on it.

His amount of falls reduce to zero 

His BBS was improve with great exercise effort to 44, but 
with the others inventions he goes to 46 and this is the im-
provement from 38-46= 8 point and that is a significant 
positive effect. 

This is too important because we think that a loss of coordi-
nation is the reason but all elements have influence on each 
other and to work with each other we can make the qual-
ity of life much better. The personal complaint that when 
he goes to the toilet, he often urinated not in the toilet but 
closed to it on the ground. We now give the toilet-lid a dark 
colour and we allow him to go to a toilet with on one side 
and wall and now go “all in the toilet.

People with dementia are often forgotten through the other 
medical specialist, because the diagnosis dementia seems to 
be a “curse” and all other things are not necessary.

But people with dementia will not fake that there is some-
thing wrong, but the will not reported it.

Not be well isn’t something that and person with dementia 
will say but he show it to you.

The problem is that this showing must be understood other-
wise we miss the signal.

Phase 3 (Chapter 4)
Now independent moving is be growing difficult. That can 
be through the age and the disease but this can also be sud-
denly often through a fall with a hip fracture. Fall prevention 
will be an item that is introduced at the beginning with bal-
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ance training but this is an degenerative disease by people 
with an age from which we can expected that moving is dif-
ficult and that will give almost certainly an fall. A fall and es-
pecially a fracture give every time a moment that everyone 
taught: “This wasn’t so bad, she/he is walking again “. 

This is always a rare moment. People with dementia walk 
often faster after a surgery by a hip-fracture as people of the 
same age without dementia. This has something to do with 
their reaction on pain of better the lack of the expression 
on our way. The lack of pain expression and the desire to 
move are often elements that both therapist and caregivers 
give the impression that this going fast in the good way but 
watches what you are seeing and hears:

Look to their. Face the tension on it and listen to the breath-
ing. Sign that this is very difficult and heavy, that is their ex-
pression of pain and great effort. [54, 55, 89]

The behavior is often different. We know why because it is 
obvious after so event. But this give also a sign that this peo-
ple are working above their mental and physic capacity and 
that will have consequences. The reaction will follow there-
fore, try everything to brace the extreme movement wishes 
or make all easier.

Photo 3

When this lady takes weight on her left leg and swing their right 
leg to the front, both front wheels turn to the left and that is a sign 
that standing on the left leg askes for more support. That support 
is increase by an upper trunk lateral and pushes the rollator frame 
more to the left. This movement must she brake at the moment 
the shift is complete and the right leg goes in the standing phase 
and then the wheels turn back to an straight line. This movement 
must be controlled in their shoulders and especially the left shoul-
der will have a hell of a job. This makes walking very intensive and 
there be must be sure that this intensity isn’t too high.

This we can measure by walking with them and observe and talk 
because often the stand still because two tasks is too difficult but 
this say something about the mental  capacity and about the physi-
cal capacity[92] .We can also measure the saturation and especially 
the heart rate frequency. Intensity scale [94].

All people after this use aids and rollator frames. Again ob-
vious but this gives us and sign that weight bearing with-
out support isn’t possible anymore. What we not known 
how much support she takes. We see abnormal movements, 
signs of Trendelenburg [90] and Duchenne [91] but we get 
no information directly how heavy walking, standing and 
standing up is, therefore watch the face and listen to the 
breathing. And do a regular inspection of the palm of the 
hand and the mobility of the shoulder joint. Watch when the 
walk what the rollator frame do, often the straight forward 
movement isn’t there and make the front wheels all kinds of 
movement lateral and that asked much from the shoulder 
muscles to control that. Decrease the amount of walking and 
look to their face and listen.

Last point that often underestimated and that is the reaction 
on the narcosis [94]. This had an effect on all cognition of 
older people but people with dementia have lesser capacity 
and this will have a greater impact on their mental/physical 
capacity. And this capacity is all under pressure through all 
the changes and burden there are having. We see that after 
an month their mental capacity is decrease and sometimes 
heavy with all kind of signs mentally but also physic and one 
of the most signs is the increase of pathological tone and 
the occurring of pathological synergy that makes walking, 
standing and standing up far more difficult.

Photo 4

Walking independently in the corridor. All attempts to get her on a rol-
lator frame fail. She walks in the corridor and always with the support 
on the right hand/arm. Therefore was necessary that she crossover to 
the other side but she find a way that this was done easy. Walking under 
supervision gave a much higher heart-rate and we must see this as ther-
apy and not what we want the whole day. Here she had the possibilities 
under control and enjoys the walking but by the rollator frame was the 
intensity to high that it was an aerobe exercise. With the railing she was 
in control, with the rollator frame laid the control elsewhere and was it 
every time an exercise.

Please, give all corridors and give a good railing system, it is in many 
ways the best option for elderly and certainly elderly with dementia in 
this phase. She are than more in control and independent, often with the 
rollator frame are we the people that decided the speed.  

People with dementia that functioning at the border of their 
capacity will less cooperated and will often refuse to exercise. 
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This always must walk to the end of the corridor; every day will 
change their behavior because they feel that they are failing.  
Failing [39, 40, 41, 42] has an negative effect on people with 
dementia and will decrease their quality of life. Laughing and 
other pleasant activity has the opposite effect [95]. This always 
functioning on that high level is something what must be low-
ered and then exercise to improve some element is possible.

To achieve this, many use a form of motoric learning. Motoric 
learning is a strategy that is used in this phase to “learn” this 
people another an “better” way of moving, as par example 
error-free learning [96]. In the phase 4 certainly progress 
can be expected with this and other approaches but in this 
and the latter phases is this almost not possible because the 
loss of mobility and power is to great and that is the prob-
lem. Their procedural memory is often intact and the brain 
helps the body to move with the possibilities it have and our 
job is to find an way to help this system to move within the 
borders and create an new equilibrium in which the people  
can move within their mentally and physic capacity. This 
asked for knowledge and skills to observe how elderly with 
dementia move, what their reserves are, they have and how 
we can use that to create movements with the greatest pos-
sibility to do it on her own.

But the reality is different, regrettable we often help so fast 
that this possibilities are minimized and the environment is 
often more difficult for this group to hold their own possibil-
ities. There are sign that the brain also “learn” wrong of this 
approach and that this one of the reasons that walking and 
falling will occur more. One of the most common reason that 
elderly in long care facility fall is an wrong weight shifting 
[97, 98]and there are sign that this not only count for walk-
ing but also for standing, standing up and sitting. We have 
mention the lying attitude that is oblique and that percep-
tual change can also be present in standing and sitting posi-
tion and they are maybe make by the way we “help” them or 
create situation in which we use elevators to get them in an 
standing position.

We know that though the damage in the brain their body 
perception changes but there are little investigation what 
will happen when this people are brought in an attitude that 
is in wrong equilibrium. A wrong way of standing up will 
create in the brain a new perceptual track.

Photo 5

This gentlemen show something that is typical for phase 3. Standing up 
with arms pushing on the side support of a chair. This chair is higher 
than normal still this strategy is use by elderly when the power in the 
legs is too little. But this ended always with a border! He stands out of 
balance because his feet stand to far in the front and the support stay on 
the arms. He must now take a risk to try to get a support on the bench. 
And then can glide the chair away and when this attempt is fail he fall 
on the floor. This strategy we teach elderly as a safe standing-up strate-
gy but all “normal” rules are neglected. The procedural memory knows 
how he must perform but the power in his legs is too little. Still make 
the environment correct and the system have immediately the solution.

Here lies am problem that it isn’t an problem of “not-learning”- 
capacity but the problem is that this strategy isn’t usable when 
the power in the legs are too little. 

Often this strategy fails and then we use a support (Photo 6)  

We assume that their procedural memory is not intact and we 
try to teach a better way to stand up but we are wrong. This way 
of standing up is a sign that the power of the leg isn’t enough to 
stand up without the influence and power of the arms. But we 
make the situation so bad that this the only way they can stand 
up and forget that when the body isn’t moving to the front far 
enough the procedural memory cannot act as it should be.

Elderly must go further to the front to get the system working 
and that asked something in front of them to support. To go 
so far to the front with nothing in front will no elderly do and 
learn that is nonsense. But help (photo 6) or sustain that strategy 
(photo 5), is creating a wrong perceptual track that will place the 
equilibrium “behind the feet”. 

The sign of falling back-dorsal flexion of the feet- is still there 
on photo 6, but latter on we see that this reaction is lesser and 
sometimes not visible anymore. Stimuli that enter the brain, 
even an damage brain, make an projection not only on cortical 
level but also on lower level [99, 100, 101] This projections 
must be feed with much stimuli and that is the greatest problem 
because this stimuli that now be given are continues the same 
and wrong and with change the body perception and also the 
balance perception and we see often after an few months that the 
muscular reaction that must be there by an balance problem isn’t 
active on the right moment. The conclusion of  Robinovitch and 
co [97, 98] that the weight shifting is not right and thus also 
the reaction, will be make movement and certainly independent 
movement much more difficult and will decrease the quality of 
life further.               

Photo 6
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Photo 6
Analyze this photo:  What must this lady do to get her body in upright 
position. She starts with pushing up with the arms and that can only at 
this moment. Moving further to the front makes this pushing up more 
difficult. The nurse pushes their shoulder against the person to the front 
and that give as reaction from the lady a movement with her shoulder to 
the back. This gives an upper trunk –left –to the back and in the diago-
nal [80, 81] her right foot will be place further to the front to help the 
movement to the back. What we further see, is that her brain feels that 
the equilibrium isn’t good, because the balance reaction in the forefoot 
is present. But when everyone on this way gives assistance. Than is the 
expectation that this foot-reaction isn’t present anymore.

The brain has learnt that the “balance support” is large as the foot and 
goes further behind the heel.

The brain has created a new perceptual track that isn’t equal with the 
reality!! 

Photo 7

Photo 5 and 7 are the same person on the same place at the same time. 
The red chair is 10 cm higher than the blue chair. Photo 5, he stand up 
as must do on the ward and came not further as that. He needed as-
sistance to get up and take his rollator frame. Photo 7, he may use the 
bench in front of him and we teach him to place the whole underarm on 
it with a bended elbow. That is far to the front but because of the bench, 
he dares to make this moment. This is an important fact!!

By photo 5 and 6 there is no  support in front of them and that can be 
the reason that elderly this strategy must use (photo 5), because there 
are no other options. The environment isn’t optimal for elderly, look 
around!!

But compared photo 7 with photo 9 and what is the 
greatest difference!!

What often is taught that elderly lost their ability to standing 
up because the know not how, ii is done.  Normally will a good 
movement of the trunk to the front by everyone, who want to go 
stand, give in the knee bending and the feet are placed behind 
the knee, still in sitting position. Nobody think about this but 
this occurs because the trunk goes far enough to the front and 
this occurs when the feet are not weight bearing. He (photo 7) 
does the same, goes far enough to the front and the reaction oc-
cur automatically, the feet goes to the back and stand perfect!

Thus this problem of standing up isn’t an problem that the brain 
don’t know how but the power in the leg is to little that the arms 
must help and now can the trunk not further to the front and will 
the placing of the feet not be complete.

This is the main problem in this phase, there is no possibility to 
use an strategy to create this way of standing up because the leg 
power is too little and an good fixed support can change that and 
now has training of the leg muscle an extra good effect because 
this way will be easier. 

Chapter 2 will show how to asses and the gentlemen will serve 
as an example in the explanation of the assessment.

Photo 8

Photo 8 presents the geriatric chair!! 
Photo 8 show what many elderly have, a trunk that has lost his length 
and that can be huge. The legs of both ladies are equal of length, not of 
form and muscle power and tension. 

But this geriatric chair has a support for the neck on a height of some-
one without loss of length of the spine. The armrest sits to height for the 
older lady. The sit angle is on the back-end lower and that makes stand-
ing up and moving in the chair difficult and together with the height 
of the chair (to low) makes it standing up more difficult as has to be. 
When this lady sits on normal chair on normal table, she will have great 
troubles to eat on that table. Still never say we chairs and table that are 
made with the adjustment to copy with the loss of length in the trunk.

In this phase of the disease be alert that the environment is 
fitting and that this environment helps to hold the indepen-
dency. This important because the disease goes on and the 
problems to move on their own are getting bigger and asked 
for solutions that serve their mobility first. Still one of the 
elements that we see change is that the walking ability isn’t 
good enough to come from the room to the dinner table etc. 
and we see the wheelchair.

Observe when someone can sit in a normal chair but is 
transported with an wheelchair, how fast he sit the whole 
day in the wheelchair also on table. The number of trans-
fers and movements are than only 20% of the transfers and 
movements that this person was making when he was trans-
ferred each time out the wheelchair in a normal chair. This 
will have an influence on the person, his mind and his body 
power.

Phase 2 (Chapter 5)
Of course will the mental- and body capacity decrease to a 
level that walking is so heavy that it is the heaviest exercise 
there is and that must be avoid. That is for the physical ther-
apist to exercise and his accent must lay on the possibilities 
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that are asked for the ADL and care. Therefore less walking 
with a rollator frame, but much more accent on standing 
up, standing and task specific resistance therapy to support 
this. Walking with a rollator frame will now have little inter-
est because it isn’t use anymore. Walking a little distance be-
hind a chair or walking side way along a table is much more 
functional. Often this great amount of variation [102, 103] 
is the best way to stimulate the damaged brain to search in 
their possibilities of the procedural memory, and when we 
want to exercise on a higher and more variated level than 
we must change the environment and especially the influ-
ence of the gravity. [104, 105]. Go into a swimming pool and 
be surprised what all will happen. Because that gives much 
more information / perception [106, 107, 108] to brain and 
makes the burden of the body less heavy [109]. And this 
will have influence on their cognition [104, 110] but also on 
their behavior and sleep rhythmic.

This can be done in all phase, of course. And give people an 
pleasant day and is full of ADL etc. and has an great aerobe an 
anaerobe component, there cases that people even in phase 1 
let surprising things seen.[111] Still the most day this people 
are on the ward and regrettable often the whole day in the 
wheelchair. When there is a transfer possible and sitting in nor-
mal chair is good possible, make the transfer on a good way 
according the normal movement that elderly make and always 
in the right balance situation. Prevent that this people learn an 
wrong perceptual track that often now occur by using all kinds 
of active elevator that pull this people on the upper trunk up 
with the feet never in the good position. This will lead to people 
that not dare to move to the front and in sit, they will move to 
the back and that can even have an influence on the swallowing 
capacity [112].

The investigation that has recorded the action (coordination) 
and the muscle power height [113] gives there a clear example. 
But the greatest lost is the perceptual track change that “push” 
this people to the back and make movement and lot more dif-
ficult but also very anxious.

They are afraid to move to the front an often the sit on the edge 
of the bed out balance.

Photo 9 and 10: We know that the body perception is changes 
in a lying position often around the 7-15°. Often in Phase 3 but 
certainly in Phase 2 when sitting is the major activities that 
people do through the day, we see this picture. People that sit 
too far to the back and often search for security. Photo 10 here 
is an battle with the reality and that hands are used to secure 
the situation.

Photo 9

Photo 10

And by this position we will see always an extension of the 
leg. Movements to the front are stopped immediately and 
with great fair of falling to the front.                                                        

That position in the wheelchair, the whole day , because 
often is resting on bed replaced in an sleep moment in the 
wheelchair that is placed in an back stand, give us the feeling 
that movement isn’t important anymore. Still -movement- it 
is the only possibility to stimulated the brain and the body 
and when the brain isn’t stimulated, will the behavior change 
but also the body. Muscle will decrease in strength and coor-
dination, tone will increase, pathological synergy will occur 
and that lead to a greater danger for contractures [114, 115] 
and that can lead to pressure scores[116]. 

At the stage the danger of pressure scores is present and sci-
entists are looking how to decrease this risk. Regrettable not 
a search how can the person move better en create on his 
own a lower pressure. But how to create a sit position with 
an equal pressure that is low and the person can sit almost 
the whole time with a minimum on pressure score. Is this 
quality of life or create a situation that this group of people 
has less support of professional needed!! [117, 118, 119].

Photo 11 and 12: A change of sit attitude and in this called: 
“active Sitting “. The important issue is to decrease the pres-
sure around the tuber ischia. Photo 11 rights under is this 
visible in the light blue part where the pressure is high and 
dangerous. Therefore this person will suffer and that is the 
reason to make another construction. It curious that still so 
little people search for an attitude that makes movement 
possible and create much more movement [121, 122, 123]. 
Photo 12 gives the result another sitting posture with not 
the light blue pressure marcs around the tuber ischia. The 
danger is gone, case closed! But is their moving capacity 
increase? Photo 11without the leg rest so high and with a 
sitting horizontal, we need than a table in front of their and 
she can move to the front and decrease the pressure around 
the tuber.

And there is another problem that will have a huge influence 
on the quality of life. This sitting posture together with the 
sitting back creates an antero position of the head [64, 124].

Movement is essential for the quality of life, mentally and 
physical and long sitting isn’t one of them. That older people 
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sit more is obvious but let’s be honest, in most long care fa-
cilities it is usual that people sit for more than 4 hours with-
out standing up. That is much too long, to prevent pressure 
score is movement each 2 hours necessary.

Photo 13 show a picture in which this “quality of life” gives a 

Photo 13

Photo 12

face. This lady had great difficulties with eating at their own, 
because she wasn’t able to use a spoon through the decrease 
power in the arm and the pain. The solution is than obvious 
we help her.

But was it necessary, have we create a wheelchair that this 
has influence on the movement possibilities and even can 
hurt. Her amount of independent movements are zero, all 
movements/transfers are done with a passive elevator. Even 
the elevator sling is still present and we know that this done 
everywhere, still will this have a negative effect on the sitting 
but also of our idea about fatigue of the person. (Chapter 5)

But after an assessment we discover that here mobility, pow-
er loss has a clear reason. She had an cervical- and lumbar 
stenosis [125], that means that when she sit with leg rest up 
the whole nerve system stand on tension and that hurts and 
restrict movement of arms , head etc. 
Some people had commentary on the way the nurse gives the lady 
food, too high! She must lower their hand and stimulated so that 
the patient makes the neck long on the back side but this chair with 
the extreme leg rest makes this for this lady impossible without 
pain through the whole body. Cyriax [126, 127] has this called spi-
nal cord signs and pain that can come everywhere, but in this case 
was also the cervical spine restricted and give this chair an partial 
paretic m. deltoideus through an “restriction” of the n. axillary and 
that was the reason that the arms don’t were able to hold an ma-
nipulated an spoon.

Phase 2 asked from us that we search for all possibilities that 
people can move and the best movement are the movements 
in direct connection with the A.D.L. All transfers in an out 
the wheelchair are so important and give a person a higher 
quality of live. This askes from all professionals knowledge 
and skill about transfers and makes the physical therapist 
and trainer and a teacher. When the tone is pathological as 
by all severe neurological diseases and the signs that the 
body must function at the border of his brain and body ca-
pacity, must this be recognized. The static reaction [128, 
129] that often occur when this people must work on the 
border of the capacity are often not recognized and then is 
often the disturbance of their behavior not understandable.

Phase 1 (Chapter 6) 
Special the Foetal attitude with a high tone is the most bi-
zarre attitude. This is an attitude that we only see by pa-
tients with and sever neurological disease, gives us a clear 
answer where we Dementia as illness, must place. It is a 
severe neurological disease that damage in the brain is gi-
gantic and that not only on speech and memory but all brain 
function will be damaged.

We have in the phases for this last stage see that movement 
plays an important part in the slowing down of this disease 
and that is through the amount of stimuli that forces the 
brain to search for solution but this damaged brain has need 
for stimuli that helps it to create this optimal climate.

These stimuli must have a dynamic character [39, 40, 130] 
to enter the brain, but also to achieve more than only a mo-
ment of change. Dynamic exteroceptive/proprioceptive 
stimuli will enter the brain and will give not an immediately 
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extinction phenomena.

That count for all phases but in this last stage, is this more 
difficult because movement will lead to a kind of distur-
bance that many people find “unhuman”.

This means that we must search for equilibrium between 
that. Because dynamic stimuli can give a behavior that is 
restless but the same stimuli give also a normalization of 
that unpleasant behavior and tone. This is also the case by 
people in the foetal attitude, dynamic stimuli can decrease 
the tone and increase the few cognitive possibilities but no-
body can tolerate the whole day dynamic stimuli and that 
asked for a scheme and a good multidisciplinary team.

Hypothesis [131]: Why goes someone in a foetal attitude 
with a high tone??

Stability is the key element that has so much influence on 
the body and the brain. The “unsafe” information that this 
damage brain receive, set this brain on work with all it has. 
He makes the tone as high as possible and search for a cen-
tral fixed point and use the strongest muscle pattern that 
there are, that we see by all severe neurological diseases. 
The static reaction [14, 15, 128] are used to get the best sta-
bilization and we see often in this phase, the general static 
reactions. They originated from the head or through sense- 
(par example vestibular) system in the head. Therefore be 
aware when the tone is high in the head and that can MAS-P 
4. That is the highest score that can reach and then is almost 
no movement passive possible [132, 134].

This has consequences, this high tone will consume all brain 
activity of this person, often there is no contact possible and 
their eyes are don’t “looking”, this person is in total other 
world.

But when we try to give the brain information that there is 
enough stabilization and the damaged brain recognized this 
information than will this brain lower the tone and often we 
see than what cognitive reactions.

Crucial is the tension in the head!!!!  

Often are the interventions nice and give an symmetrical 
bed-attitude but the relaxation of the head isn’t there and 
then is an intervention that is not reaching the brain. Ten-
sion in the head in extreme extension is so pathological 
that this must be the leading item where our intervention is 
based on! And we observed when this extension is increas-
ing and that can also in previous phases, than is that and 
sign that there is no enough stability. Start with an assess-
ment and measure the tone of the whole body but especially 
the tone of the head. There will extension create a tension 
through the back diagonals and create a flexion synergy in 
the shoulder (retraction scapula) and an extension synergy 
in the legs (high tone especially in the adductor muscle).

Look where he is place on:

Lie he/she on an soft bed, than will this bed give no stable 
information. Often lie this people on an bed that has an anti-
pressure score system with air-pressure system and it is in-
teresting  to see what’s happen when this bed is complete 
filled with air and is hard. When the tone lower within one 

hour than this is an indication that the supporting area was 
to soft.

Photo 14

Of course is the risk of a pressure score present but a soft 
bed and long-time has also a great risk and maybe higher 
than a hard supporting area and a short time [135].
A great game on an table [116] to get more attention, quality of life 
and movement on the table by people with dementia. But on this 
table there is only one person that can play the game with great 
“reach”, the others have restriction because the chair is stand in an 
“Nursing Home stand” to close ‘under” and very close to the table 
and the woman in the wheelchair cannot reach because the leg rest 
stand up and that gives an stretch on the backside of the leg and 
nerve tissue [117, 118, 119].and for three person the table is too 
high!! There is no possibility to support on the elbow!

But important is that there is a decrease of tone and that 
means that the brain is working so hard to get an optimal 
stabilization. This and the position of the head, place the 
head-rest never flat are basic elements to create a stable 
situation. Still the danger of pressure score is still present 
and we must see of this lead to movements that prevent this 
or that we must change the attitude with a frequency to hold 
the good support with the decrease tone.

Often stand the bed in the mid of the room, strange because 
that give the person when he has possibilities with his eyes 
or even arm no opportunity to see or feel where the borders 
are of his environment. Be aware that the eyes are often not 
so good anymore, and a ceiling with has clear marks and 
when it is possible let this move because that is a dynamic 
exteroceptive stimuli. Often we see this people lying in bed 
with on the wall behind them the photos of their love ones 
and the only person that cannot look at then is the patient 
lying in bed. Place the bed always with one side against the 
wall. Not only in the phase but in all phases. The placement 
of the bed in long care facilities is again a sign, that it must be 
easy for the nurses but in this case it is very difficult for the 
person lying in bed to orientate himself. 
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These two elements are the base of a good intervention and 
are very important. Often is there a lot of interventions done 
but the base isn’t there, than will the tone in the neck not 
going down.
The foetal attitude with the typical posture of the legs. But look to 
the head and see the extreme extension of the head and the tension 
on their face. Here is someone working to create the best stability. 
That extreme tone in the neck and that face expression must be 
change when we want an intervention call successful.

Neck extension is therefore very important and will create 
a high amount of tone in the back diagonals and therefore a 
retraction in the scapula and that is the beginning of a flex-
ion synergy that makes washing and dressing so difficult. ( 
An flexion synergy is the poorest attitude synergy that there 
is, because the neck extension in combination with the back 
diagonal create an extension in the spine muscles also is 
there an base for only an flexion attitude synergy)

But these back diagonals create also an extension synergy 
in the legs. There is a lot of flexion in hip and knee and there 
is a great resistance in this two joint to extension but still it 
is an extension synergy and the amount of tone in adductor 
muscle and the joint position especially in the hip decided 
what amount of flexion we have.

But important is that the legs were stabilized because now 
the rotated to one side and that will create more instability 
and there more tone [137, 138].

Sometimes is a good support, the head-rest a little bit up and 
a support under the legs enough to lower the tone, but then 
we must have a tone of Mas-P 3. 

There are also patient that has an high tone when the sleep 
but when the awake than the start to move and decrease the 
tone but when the stop with this movements than often the 
tone increase and this group moves the “whole “day  to hold 
control over this tone.

Here is not the stability the problem but the extinction. 
When the brain get not enough information goes the tone 
up.

This problem will we have with all our patients because 
when they are not capable to move on itself than will the 
amount of input decrease and will the damaged brain the 
tone increase.

All intervention will have that problem and that asked for an 
individual approach and schema in which also the pressure 
score prevention is a part of this.

When the assessment of the tone is the measurement on 
which the intervention are connect that we can give inter-
vention that are enough to get an positive effect and know 
we what we have done and when this intervention has 
loosed there purpose.

Too frequently is our experience that an base intervention is 
done and that everyone see that this “looks good” but there 
is no good recording when the tone is increasing. That this 
occur is normal through the extinction but what is than to 
be done. Mostly will the tone be extreme in the morning be-
cause the last part of the night are the less attitude changes 

done but makes the morning care extreme heavy.

A good schedule with every time a good tone assessment is 
essential to get the best result and not only on tone level but 
also on cognitive level. That can give us the opportunity to 
get the morning care on much better level, but also the mo-
ment of eating and visit moments from the family etc.

Feet and hand have need of input that is firm and that is dy-
namic but the whole day dynamic is exhausted, therefore 
make an schedule as dynamic stimuli are necessary to lower 
the tone at his most and know that after that the tone will 
increase because the dynamic isn’t dare anymore [140, 141].

There are some patient that search for that dynamic, but by 
most there must be a stimulus that provoke that and create 

Photo 16

dynamic stimuli through movements. Par example the push-
ing away orthosis because this gives a feeling of discomfort 
a pushing away is than the answer and that lead to a tone 
decrease especially of the neck upper trunk and from the 
legs (Chapter 6) 
Here we have done everything to create the optimal stabilization 
“feeling “for the brain and create a lower tone that was Mas-P of 4 
to a Mas-P=2. 

The hand had firm roller and they felt out her hand because she 
open the hand spontaneously and that occur when the tone in the 
head was low (Mas-P= 2) and that occur when she push away the 
orthosis with their feet and upper legs. But that where moment of 
10 minutes that she generate that self, when we want to lower the 
tone we place an pillow under the orthosis and create more pres-
sure on the legs.

Conclusion 
Be aware that every treatment must have an individual com-
ponent and then is a good assessment necessary. We realize 
that this is difficult, certainly in the phase 2 and 1, but better 
in phase 4 and 3 and tone measurements are always pos-
sible.

That this tone change can occur in the beginning of the dis-
ease is well- know, but then is measurement essential.

When the tone is increase, pathological synergy will occur 
and the selectivity, perception will change and decrease and 
then is an important because the exercise must count with 
that.
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With an increase tone is task specific resistance therapy still 
possible as anaerobe training but the reaction will be less-
er. This cannot change because the speed will never get on 
the proper level an essential part in the balance training. In 
chapter 3 will this discuss and one solution is working in the 
water, because water inhibits the gravity and thus the tonus. 
And it gives aerobe stimuli and that are still today the best 
possibilities to slow down this neurological disease [142].

The Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will focus on the decreasing of func-
tioning and the possibilities that are present through task 
training and environment with an multidisciplinary team to 
hold the self- independency so long as possible at an high 
level and will also focus on the quality of assistance to give 
the person the optimal possibility to use his own possibili-
ties!!

This with the purpose to hold the quality of life at its high 
possible level. 

Authorship credit: “Criteria authorship scientific article” has 
been used “Equal Contribution” (EC)
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